Machinery

Electric Spacer Bar Snip
Saw

For the accurate cutting of both spacer and Georgian
bar profiles.

➲ Track and saw free standing on bench.
➲ 2600mm measuring track.
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Overall length 3600mm. Depth 500mm
Left to right or right to left feed.
Quiet induction motor.
Blade 250mm. High speed or TCT.
Measuring stop with direct measure or 			
deduction for spacer bar.
240 Volts, 13 Amp or 3 Phase.

Air Operated Snip Saws
A short action saw for the accurate cutting of spacer
and Georgian bar profiles.

➲ Track and saw free standing on bench.
➲ 2600mm measuring track.
➲
➲
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Overall length 2900mm. Depth 200mm.
Left to right feed..
Blade 125mm. 4500 rpm.
Compressed air 6cfm, 6.5 bar.
Measuring stop with direct measure or 		
deduction for spacer bar.

Desiccant Dispensers
Wall Mounted Desiccant Dispenser

➲

This machine is designed to dispense large
volumes of desiccant with or without an optional
vibration unit.

➲
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Fills between 12-24 bars at one time.

➲
➲
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Optional vibrator unit for small profiles.

Hopper capacity 60kg.
Airtight lid, rubber seals and strip bushes 		
prevent loss and deterioration of desiccant.
Dimensions 500 x 330 x 1480mm
Stand available

Small wall mounted Desiccant Dispenser
This dispenser is designed to keep fresh and fill smaller quantities of
spacer bar and is available with or without a stand.
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Fills between 4-8 bars at one time
Hopper capacity 30Kg
Airtight lid, rubber seals and strip brushes prevent loss and
		
deterioration of desiccant.
➲ Optional vibrator unit for small profiles
➲ Dimensions 350 x 330 x 1250mm
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